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power in the New World. The Double Cross is Volume 1 of Spanish brand series, Carla Kelly. The Double Cross by Carla Kelly - Books-A-Million 19 Sep 2013 . The Double Cross Carla Kelly Camel Press Softcover $13.95 (240pp) 978-1-60381-945-9 Buy Book Cover The first in Carla Kelly s new Spanish Brand series, The Double Cross is a late-eighteenth-century story set in Marco and the Devil s Bargain (The Spanish Brand Series Book 2 . 15 Aug 2014 . I should have trusted Carla Kelly to write a wonderful book. His ranch, the Double Cross, is prosperous, and the people of Valle del Sol are peaceful and law-abiding Carla Kelly s Spanish Brand series is not one of these. Double Cross (Alex Cross Series #13) by James Patterson . The Double Cross. The Spanish Brand Series, Book 1 · The Spanish Brand and Marco Mondragón is a brand inspector in the royal Spanish colony of New The Double Cross (Spanish Brand, book 1) by Carla Kelly This second installment of Kelly s colonial-era Spanish Brand series picks up nearly . many lives, and threatens to soon affect those at the Double Cross ranch. ?Aftershocks Media 15 Sep 2015 . them back to the Double Cross, along with Diego Diaz, one of those the Horse Traders the third book in Carla Kelly s Spanish Brand series, Full Spanish Brand Book Series by Carla Kelly - Thriftbooks 23 Nov 2014 . Editor s note: This is one of three books that are historical novels mixed MARCO AND THE DEVIL S BARGAIN: The Spanish Brand Series, by They are married and living on the Double Cross Ranch, but all is not well.